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Quantum state reconstruction using atom optics
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We present a technique in which the total internal quantum state of an atom may be reconstructed via the
measurement of the momentum transferred to an atom following its interaction with a near resonant traveling-
wave laser beam. We present measurements that demonstrate the feasibility of the technique.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.63.041401 PACS number~s!: 42.50.Ct, 42.50.Vk

The development of methods for completely determining
the quantum state of an atom or cavity field@1# continues to
be an important issue in atomic physics. For example, in the
field of quantum optics, schemes have been recently pro-
posed, based on the Stem-Gerlach effect, for completely de-
termining the quantum state of an atom as a way of fully
characterizing the quantized electromagnetic field of a cavity
mode @2#. The reconstruction of an internal atomic state is
important for goals as far reaching as reading the end state of
a quantum gate operation@3# and teleportation of internal
atomic states@4#. Walser et al. @2# describe a scheme
whereby the field state of a cavity could be transferred to the
magnetic sublevels of the internal state of an atom through
the technique of adiabatic passage, thus converting the prob-
lem to one of determining a quantum state of an atom. Atom
deflection has been suggested as a probe of the photon num-
ber in a cavity@5# and has also been used to measure the
MandelQ parameter of photon statistics for resonance fluo-
rescence@6,7#. This technique provides a significant im-
provement over conventional photon counting schemes due
to the poor efficiency of photon detection, which affects
measurements of theQ parameter. In the field of electron-
atom collision physics, the measurement of the atomic colli-
sion density matrix using coincidence and superelastic scat-
tering methods depends on the complete determination of the
quantum state of the atom@8#.

The internal quantum state of an atom can be described by
the density matrix formalism, which contains all the infor-
mation about the quantum system. In principle, if one can
measure all elements of the density matrix, then complete
reconstruction of the quantum state of a system is possible.
Atomic states are relatively insensitive to decoherence and
can maintain an initial quantum state for long time scales
compared to the characteristic times for preparation and de-
tection, and as such they are frequently used in quantum
computing proposals where insensitivity to decoherence is a
requirement@9#.

In this Rapid Communication, a method is presented for
completely determining the density matrix of an atomic state
based on laser induced deflection of the atom. The experi-
ment is a realization of a suggestion put forward by Summy
and co-workers@10–12# and represents the direct measure-
ment of atomic density matrix elements for a state that has

been created by some process. The motivation for this work
is to develop an experimental tool that allows detailed infor-
mation about the density matrix representing the state to be
extracted. Using deflection with low laser powers, the tech-
nique relies on the difference in atomic absorption probabili-
ties for individual optical hyperfine transitions that are not
only dependent on the initial hyperfine substate populations,
but also on the coherences between them. Hence, atoms in
different states will be differentially deflected. It is shown
that it is possible to reconstruct the internal state of the atom
fully via the measurement of its center-of-mass motion after
it has interacted with well defined polarized deflecting laser
beams. It can be shown that the deflection of the atoms de-
pends on the direction~relative to the defined quantization
axis! and polarization of the laser@10#. It is this property that
allows the required number of measurements to be achieved
to fully characterize the density matrix.

It is worth noting here that a version of the Hanle effect in
atomic ground states has been measured in which optically
pumped atoms were deflected in the presence of a magnetic
field @13#. A Hanle profile for the deflection of atoms was
observed as the magnetic field was scanned through zero.
This type of experiment yields information on the optical
pumping time and indicates the presence of ground-state co-
herences within the ensemble of atoms. However, unlike the
deflection method outlined here, there does not appear to be
the number of experimental variables necessary to determine
all density matrix elements.

For the purely optical method described here, it is pos-
sible to restrict the number of measurements if only a small
part of the density matrix is of interest. A measurement is
presented whereby one of the features of the density matrix
is probed, namely, the orientation of the atom. The orienta-
tion is an important property of the atom in that it describes
the amount of angular momentum transferred to the atom by
processes such as optical pumping or collisions. The work
presented here provides a proof in principle of being able to
reconstruct the atomic state density matrix from measure-
ments of the optical deflection force.

For a laser of single polarization modek, incident on an
atomic beam, the magnitude of the momentum imparted by
the optical deflection force is given by@10–12#

pk~ t !5\k(
g

Dk
gg~ t !rgg

L ~0!, ~1!

wherergg
L (0) represents the initial density matrix elements
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of the lower stateug& of the transition excited by the deflect-
ing laser. The density matrix has been defined in the laser
excitation frameL, that is, the quantization axis~z axis! lies
along the direction of the electric-field vector for linearly
polarized light and along the direction of propagation for
circularly polarized light. Thex axis is chosen along the
direction of propagation for linearly polarized light and in
the direction of the atomic beam for circularly polarized ra-
diation. TheDk

gg(t) terms are called deflection parameters
and depend on the hyperfine structure of the states involved
in the laser transition and the optical pumping therein@10–
12#.

The aim is to determine the state of the atom prior to its
deflection by a laser as this information will provide a de-
scription of the process that has prepared the atom. For ex-
ample, if ug& is a state that has been excited by electron
collision, then the atomic collision parameters can be deter-
mined by a complete analysis of the density matrix for that
state @8#. In general, the laser deflection frame will differ
from the relevant frame describing the preparation process,
which is determined by the direction of an external field or
some aspect of the geometry of the interaction. Transforma-
tion of the density matrix between the two frames is
achieved by use of the rotation operator and rotating through
the appropriate Euler angles@14#.

To illustrate the method, we report the results of an ex-
periment in which sodium atoms were first oriented by opti-
cal pumping and then subsequently deflected by laser light.
We have previously reported a detailed study of optically
pumping the sodiumD2 transition using elliptically polar-
ized light as an atomic state preparation technique@15#. So-
dium atoms were prepared by elliptically polarized laser ra-
diation exciting the 32S1/2(F52) – 3 2P3/2(F53) hyperfine
transition. The hyperfine energy levels associated with this
transition are shown in Fig. 1. The atoms are then deflected
usings2 ands1 polarized radiation in turn. As the transi-
tion is betweenF52 andF53 states, the lower-state popu-
lation differences between both themF51 and21 substates
and themF52 and22 substates will contribute to the ori-
entation of the atom. An orientation parameterPo is defined
as

Po5~ps22ps1!, ~2!

whereps2 andps1 are the deflection momenta for right- and
left-hand circularly polarized light, respectively and are av-
eraged over the interaction time.
Evaluating the momenta from Eq.~1! yields

Po5\k@~Ds1

2222
2Ds1

22
!~r22

L
2r

2222
L !

1~Ds1

2121
2Ds1

11
!~r11

L
2r

2121
L !#, ~3!

where the symmetry relationDs2

gg
5Ds1

2g2g has been used.
Calculations show that the contribution from themF561
substates is an order of magnitude less than that from the
mF562 substates@15# and so the second term of Eq.~3!
can be neglected.

A schematic of the experimental setup is presented in Fig.
2. A highly collimated, velocity-selected beam of sodium

atoms passes through preparation and deflection laser inter-
action regions before traveling down a 1-m flight tube to a
scannable hot wire detector. The atomic beam is velocity
selected before the preparation region using two chopper
wheels separated by 0.7 m. The beam has a longitudinal
velocity width of about 10%. First, the atoms interact with a
traveling wave, state preparation laser with arbitrary, but
well defined, elliptical polarization. The polarization is set by
the angle of a quarter-wave plateb with respect to the direc-
tion of the linear polarization of the laser radiation. For the

FIG. 2. Schematic of experimental setup.

FIG. 1. Hyperfine energy level diagram for the sodiumD2 tran-
sition.
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measurement ofr222r2222 , the deflection laser is circu-
larly polarized. ~The superscriptL representing the laser
frame of reference has been omitted for convenience!. The
atoms in the 32S1/2(F52) state are deflected by both laser
beams, while those in the 32S1/2(F51) state are not. The
deflection due to the preparation laser is about 25 photon
momenta. The deflected distance is measured by fitting
Gaussian curves to the detected peaks of the two states. The
optical preparation is monitored by analyzing the atomic
fluorescence with a polarizer and photomultiplier tube@15#.

The chamber in which the preparation and deflection in-
teractions take place is lined withm-metal and surrounded by
three pairs of mutually orthogonal Helmholtz coils. The re-
sidual magnetic field in the interaction regions is less than
1028 T as measured by a Hall probe.

A simulation of the experiment is performed by dividing
the flight path of the atoms into three regions. In the first, a
QED calculation of the elliptically polarized state prepara-
tion is performed@15#. The second region allows for free
travel of the atoms while in the third, a QED calculation of
the deflection for a given polarization is carried out@11#.

The results of deflection measurements in terms of trans-
ferred momenta are shown in Fig. 3. The data is taken as a
function of the angle of rotation,b, of the quarter-wave
plate, which determines the polarization of the preparation
radiation. When the angle of the retarder is atp/4 and 5p/4,
the preparation radiation is left-hand circularly polarized. It
is right-hand circularly polarized for an angle of 3p/4. The

deflection radiation is right-hand circularly polarized. In Fig.
3~a! the intensity of both the preparation and deflection laser
beams was approximately 0.04 mW/mm2. The preparation
laser was detuned 9 MHz above the 32S1/2(F52)
23 2P3/2(F53) transition to reduce losses to the
3 2S1/2(F51) ground state. The atoms had a mean velocity
of 1000 m/s and a preparation time of 4ms. The deflection
laser was tuned to the frequency that produced the maximum
deflection. This was about 3 MHz above the transition. The
interaction time for the atoms in the deflection region was
8.5 ms. The solid curve is a calculation of the deflection for
these experimental conditions using the simulation as de-
scribed above. Note that the largest deflection is obtained for
similar handedness of preparation and deflection radiation as
previously observed@12#.

Figure 3~b! shows deflection measurements for the same
conditions as Fig. 3~a! except that the preparation laser is
detuned only 3 MHz above the transition frequency. Under
these tuning conditions, it is possible for the 32P3/2(F52)
state to be populated during the excitation process and so for
atoms to relax to the 32S1/2(F51) ground state. Once in
this state, the atoms can no longer be excited or deflected.
Hence the deflections at all rotation angles are reduced. The
optical pumping loss is a minimum for circularly polarized
radiation, as the atoms are rapidly pumped to the respective
3 2S1/2(F52,mF562)23 2P3/2(F53,mF563) transi-
tions in which they continue to cycle. The increase in the
relative deflection for circularly polarized preparation is evi-
dent in Fig. 3~b!. The calculation of the deflection for these is
shown by the solid curve.

Po can be constructed by repeating the deflection mea-
surement with left-hand circularly polarized light and finding
the difference at each angle. All measurements are normal-
ized to the fraction of atoms that are deflected. The deflection
parameter differenceDs1

2222
2Ds1

22 does not depend on the
state preparation. It can be determined experimentally from
Po when the atom is completely oriented, that is, when the
atom has been completely prepared in either themF52 or
mF522 substrates. Measurement of the line polarization of

FIG. 4. Prepared population difference 32S1/2(F52,mF52)
23 2S1/2(F52,mF522) as a function of the elliptical polarization
of the preparation laser. The experimental data are determined from
deflection data under the conditions of Fig. 3~a!. The QED calcula-
tion is shown by the solid line. From the data, it can be seen that the
atom is prepared in one substate only for preparation radiation that
is circularly polarized. This is complete orientation of the atom.

FIG. 3. Atomic deflections, in units of photon momenta, as a
function of state preparation for two different tuning conditions of
the preparation laser. The experimental measurements are repre-
sented by the dots and the lines are QED simulations using the
conditions of the experiments.~a! Preparation laser detuned 9 MHz
above the transition frequency.~b! Preparation laser detuned 3 MHz
above the transition frequency.
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the resonance fluorescence from the deflection region using a
linear polarized and the photomultipier tube enables the set-
tings for complete orientation to be made@15#. For the con-
ditions of this experiment, the value ofDs1

2222
2Ds1

22 was
calculated to be 6.93 which was consistent with its measure-
ment to within experimental error.

The experimental evaluation of the population difference
r222r2222 under the conditions of Fig. 3~a! is shown in
Fig. 4. These data show that deflection measurements are
sensitive to the polarization of the preparation laser and
hence the atomic charge cloud shape. It can be seen from the
figure that complete orientation of the atom is achieved for
circularly polarized preparation.

Other density matrix elements can be determined by em-
ploying different deflection laser polarizations. For example,
using the geometry of Fig. 2, but with linearly polarized
radiation for deflecting the atoms, ther2,0, r0,22 , r1,21 , and
r2,22 elements can be obtained@16#. If more density matrix
elements are necessary to reconstruct the quantum state of

the atom, the deflection beam can be rotated out of the plane
of the preparation laser beam and atomic beam. Transforma-
tion through the appropriate Euler angles to the relevant
frame using rotation operators will enable a complete de-
scription of the density matrix to be obtained.

We have observed the sensitivity of photon deflection of a
beam of atoms to their state preparation. We have discussed
how this method can be employed to completely reconstruct
the state of the atoms before deflection. This constitutes,
among others, a method to determine atomic collision pa-
rameters for collisions between electrons and metastable at-
oms. Work is currently progressing to replace the sodium
beam with a Zeeman cooled beam of metastable neon. This
system will greatly increase the resolution of deflection mea-
surements. The appropriate metastable transition in neon is
closed, thus eliminating losses to nonparticipating states.

This work was supported by a grant from the Australian
Research Council.
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